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Details of Visit:

Author: Medium Bang Theory
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 14 Apr 2018
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 150
Recommended: No

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Olina Oriental Escorts
Website: http://www.olina-oriental-escort.com
Phone: 07508538000

The Premises:

I saw Indie in a room in basement flat close to Queensway – very scruffy with stuff stashed all over
the place, e.g. toilet rolls, soft drinks, toiletries. Clearly, she has no storage space or maybe doesn’t
trust her flatmates!

Having said that, the way these Thai girls get moved around, this section will probably prove
irrelevant soon.

The Lady:

Indie was attractive enough, and her physique looked absolutely stunning in red underwear once
she’d taken off her fluffy dressing gown. She has good feedback on Olina and was chirpy and
friendly from the outset and so I was looking forward to a great hour. Unfortunately, as soon as the
intimacies started, things went progressively downhill.

The Story:

I don’t expect every punt to blow my mind or to click with every escort I meet but, when I turn up
exactly on time, shaved (all over) and spotlessly clean with fresh breath, pay the agreed fee without
prompting, and treat a girl with consideration and respect, I expect to at least receive the advertised
services.

Indie was described in one of her agency reviews as “subby” but with me she became totally
passive, which is a completely different thing. I did my best to warm her up with massage and
attempted foreplay, but she was virtually frigid. She would not so much as make lip-contact, never
mind the advertised DFK, and she was one of the least sensuous young ladies that I’ve ever met.

She did at least provide OWO, but it was among the least skilled and unenthusiastic that I have
ever received, and the DT mentioned in her profile is total misrepresentation. In addition, Indie
tolerated RO rather than even pretend to savour it, and she would not be rimmed. Amazingly, I did
eventually manage to arouse her physically, if not mentally, and the essential deed was inaugurated
without the need for artificial lube.
It was immediately apparent that Indie has very limited depth and was clearly uncomfortable with
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my decidedly average length, and so it was all rather careful and tentative – a fuck-doll she is not! I
managed to climax, but it was visually rather than physically stimulated, and was a very hollow
experience.

Maybe it was my deteriorated mood, but I then found Indie difficult to talk with, and she asks some
very indiscreet personal questions when trying to make polite conversation. Her company and room
did not feel relaxed or comfortable, and so I left over ten minutes early.

To me, Indie has very few of the attributes that once made Thai girls the only escorts that I would
consider visiting, but I am becoming more discerning with experience - and perhaps YMMV.
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